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1900
Chapman & Frazer
L. Martin & Co.

Statement of Significance:
The Shingle Style home was built in 1900 by the architectural firm Chapman & Fraser. The original owners were Charles
L. and Margaret Ayling. He was a banker at 29 State Street, working for Montgomery Roillins & Company. By 1907,
owner Mary Bacon had bought land from Sarah Coffin at Alwyngton Road to expand the house lot.
Formed in 1891by John Henry Chapman & Horace Southworth Frazer, the Chapman & Frazer architectural firm was
responsible for over 100 buildings in Brookline from 1891-1926. Though Chapman died in 1895, the firm operated under
the same name until Frazer’s death in 1931. Both were graduates of Yale’s Sheffield Scientific School; Frazer also
studied architecture at MIT. Before partnering with Chapman, Frazer worked in the offices of Cabbot & Chandler,
Peabody & Stearns and Longfellow, Alden & Harlow. This house is one of 28 Chapman & Fraser designs in the area
completed in the shingle style. It is 2 1/2 stories with a gambrel roof, bay window with diamond panes, entrance porch
with columns and asymmetrical facade.
In 1901Chapman & Frazer deigned a stable for the property, constructed by L. Martin & Co. in the style of the main
house. Previous garages were constructed in 1903 & 1927. The 1927 garage was demolished to make way for the
existing cinder block garage, constructed in 1972.
Previous alterations to the property include an 8’x10’ piazza in 1925 by G.F. Merz, installation of an elevator in 1959,
interior renovations in 1972 as well as the replacement of the garage, a 1986 rear ell addition by architect Arthur Brooks,
as well as 3 fences in 1992, 2003 & 2010.
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Proposed Alterations:
The Applicant is proposing to demolish the existing 1972 garage and the 1986 rear ell, redesigning and
rebuilding the garage and ell. The new garage and addition will be wood framed construction clad in wood
shingles to match the existing house. Proposed specifications for new addition and garage:
 Everite North Country, Monroe Style insulated wood veneer overhead garage doors with 4-lite windows
at the top of the doors (construction of window panes unspecified).
 SDL thermal glazed wood windows by Green Mountain Windows.
 One wood Panel Series garage door and one wood Traditional Series mudroom door with an 8 light
SDL, thermal glazed section by Rogue Valley Door.
 Asphalt shingle roofing to match the house.
The project also involves the following changes to the existing house and carriage house:








Replacement of two third floor windows on the west elevation with SDL thermal glazed sash.
Replacement of the 3rd floor dormer awning windows on the south elevation with SDL insulated glass
sash (minimally visible).
Removal of an existing double hung window and the replacement with a salvaged elliptical leaded glass
window.
Addition of solar shingles to the upper portion of the south roof (minimally visible).
Addition of 3 skylights to the rear carriage house roof (not visible).
Replacement of all windows in the carriage house with SDL thermal glazed sash (visibility not yet
determined).
Replacement of the hay loft door with a wood door custom made to match existing, with the exception
of the 8 light SDL thermally insulated glass (visibility not yet determined).

Applicable Guidelines:
The Preservation Commission’s Design Guidelines for Local Historic Districts state that:
 Traditional building materials should be used for existing buildings.
 Existing windows should be repaired not replaced.
 If an applicant believes that a window cannot be repaired, the applicant’s proposal for replacing and
window(s) will be reviewed on a window-by-window basis.
 If a replacement window is proposed, the materials and design of the existing window, including the
casing, size, number of panes and type of window (e.g. single pane, true divided light), should not be
changed, unless the window is not a character defining feature of a façade, in which case minor changes
in proposed replacement window may be approved by the Commission.
 If a replacement window is proposed, it should not have muntin bars greater than 7/8ths” wide and
should not have jamb liners contrasting in color to the windows.
 If a window in new construction has insulating glass and if the division of the lites of glass is deemed
appropriate by the Commission, it should have either “true divided lites with muntins” no wider than
7/8ths” and (ii) dark colored internal spacer bars, but it should not have either flat muntin grids applied
to the inside or outside panes nor removable muntin grids.
 New and replacement windows should not be clad in non-historic materials. Vinyl or vinyl-clad and
metal-framed sash, and replacement windows incorporating external storm panels that are integrated
into the sash, should not be used.
 Tinted solar glass should not be used.
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Wood frames should not be metal panned and the dimensions of window openings, jambs and sashes
should not be changed.
The Commission will review all proposed alterations of, and additions to, existing structures and all new
construction.
Alterations and additions should be compatible with the charechter of the building and earlier additions
in terms of size, scale, massing, material, location & detail. The original portion of the building and
earlier additions should continue to be recognizable apart from the addition by means of massing,
articulation of setbacks, trim and ornamental detail. Additions should be designeed so that the primary
elevations of the original building remain clearly delineated.
New construction should respect the existing historic streetscape. The historic relationship of buildings
to the street, including setbacks and open spaces, should be maintained.
In areas where historic garages are generally detached, new garages should be detached. Attached
garages should be located behind the main mass of the house and/or not facing the street, if possible.
Garages with three or more bays are not historically appropriate except on large estates.
The Commission will consider the appropriateness of the size and shape of the building or structure in
relation to both the land area upon which the building or structure is situated and to buildings and
structures in the vicinity. The Commission may impose dimensional and setback requirements more
restrictive than those required by the zoning bylaw.
The Commission will consider discrete additions and new buildings incorporating non-historical design
vocabularies and materials, as long as they are otherwise consistent with the intent of these guidelines.

Preliminary Findings:
The demolition of the 1972 garage and 1986 ell addition may be considered appropriate as neither contributes to either the
historical or architectural significance of this house. The proposed replacement garage uses materials to match the house
(with the exception of the windows, discussed below). The scale and massing of the new building may be considered
appropriate to the existing as it is set back to the rear of the main body of the house and maintains a roof line much lower
than the main house.
The proposed addition to the rear of the house similarly uses materials to match the existing house (with the exception of
the windows, see below). The massing and style is also consistent with the house. The Commission should consider the
detailing of this addition in light of the requirement in the design guidelines that new additions be differentiated from the
original building in terms of massing, articulation of setbacks, trim and ornamental detail. The Secretary of

Interior’s Standards for rehabilitation require this to avoid the creation of a “false sense of history”. Similar
consideration should be given to the proposed replacement of a double hung window with a salvaged leaded
glass window on the east elevation that is very similar to an original leaded glass window on the west elevation.
On November 18th the applicant added window specifications to their application indicating their intention to use
thermally glazed windows in the project. These windows do not comply with the LHD guidelines for windows in existing
buildings. This addition also contained plans to replace all of the existing windows in the carriage house. Preservation
Planners were unable to conduct an additional site visit to determine the visibility of the windows of the Carriage House
in time for the hearing. The West and South elevations of this building do not have potential visibility from a public way.
It is likely that the North and East elevations do have some minimal visibility, though this will need to be confirmed.
When considering the items in this application, the Commission should keep visibility in mind as much of what is
proposed is either not visible or minimally visible (items noted above). The garage is visible at the front via Devon Road;
the rear is not visible. The house is visible mainly from Devon at the façade, east & west elevations. At the south
elevation only the ridge of the existing rear ell (proposed for demolition) and portions of the main roof are visible. The
Carriage House has some minimal visibility from Norfolk Road. The window and door replacements in the Carriage
House as well as the solar shingles were a very late addition to this application and Preservation Planners will need to visit
the site again to determine visibility of particular elements.
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Aerial view of 45 Devon Road, looking north.

Aerial view of 45 Devon Road, looking west.
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Aerial view of 45 Devon Road, looking south.

Aerial view of 45 Devon Road, looking east
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Views from Devon Road.
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Views of the existing garage from Devon Road.
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Entrance detail.
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